Research on temporal characteristics of human dynamics has attracted much attentions for its contribution to various areas such as communication, medical treatment, finance, etc. Existing studies show that the time intervals between two consecutive events present different non-Poisson characteristics, such as power-law, Pareto, bimodal distribution of powerlaw, exponential distribution, piecewise power-law, et al. With the occurrences of new services, new types of distributions may arise. In this paper, we study the distributions of the time intervals between two consecutive visits to QQ and WeChat service, the top two popular instant messaging services in China, and present a new finding that when the value of statistical unit T is set to 0.001s, the inter-event time distribution follows a piecewise distribution of exponential and power-law, indicating the heterogeneous character of IM services users' online behavior in different time scales. We infer that the heterogeneous character is related to the communication mechanism of IM and the habits of users. Then we develop a combination model of exponential model and interest model to characterize the heterogeneity. Furthermore, we find that the exponent of the inter-event time distribution of the same service is different in two cities, which is correlated with the popularity of the services. Our research is useful for the application of information diffusion, prediction of economic development of cities, and so on.
Introduction
The study of distribution characteristics of human behavior has a long history. For a long while, people have been using the Poisson distribution to quantify the model of human activities. A different opinion appeared in 2005, when Albert-László and Barabási published a paper titled as 'the origin of bursts and heavy tails in human dynamics' in Nature [1] , which proposed a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 that the distributions of time intervals between two consecutive events, called inter-event time, followed a heavy tailed distribution rather than the exponential distribution produced by the Poisson process. The new opinion is different from the traditional observation of human behavior and led to a study frenzy on human behavior. Most researchers thought the distributions of inter-event time fits a power-law distribution. For example, in paper [2] researchers use the freely available Wikipedia's editing records and find that the time series of events whose inter-event times follows a probability distribution that displays a fat tail. Alexei Váz-quez, et al. In paper [3] find the distribution of inter-event times (IETs) between two consecutive human activities exhibits a heavy-tailed decay behavior and the oscillating pattern with a one-day period, reflective of the circadian pattern of human life. Yadong Zhou, et al. found that the dynamic sizes of incidental topic groups followed a heavy-tailed distribution, and developed an adaptive parametric method for predicting the dynamics of incidental topic groups based on the finding in [4] . However, some researchers have different opinions. Malmgren R D, et al. mentioned that for the correspondence of sixteen famous writers, actors, politicians and scientists from the middle of sixteenth century to the middle of twentieth century, the inter-event time distribution can be better described by a cascading Poisson process than other kinds in [5] . Stouffer D B, et al. [6] thought that the lognormal distribution better describes e-mail communications. In [7] , László Gyarmati and Tuan Anh Trinh showed that users' time spent online fit Weibull distributions whereas the duration of user's online session fit a power-law distribution. Chenxu Wang, et al. found that the distribution of inter-event times of microblog posting and wiki revising followed a piecewise distribution, and they proposed that the human dynamics were heterogeneous in different time scales in [8] , [9] . There are obvious characteristics of circadian rhythm [10] , burstyness [11] , and memorability [12] in human behavior, which may explain the heavy-tailed distribution. Modeling is one of the best ways to reveal the pattern of human behavior. Based on the existing results, the models used to quantify human behavior can be roughly divided into three classes: 1) model based on queuing theory; 2) model based on memory [13] , interest [14] , rhythm [15] or some other ingredients; 3) model based on social interaction [16] . Besides direct analysis of temporal statistical characteristics of human behavior, there is some work aiming at the statistical characteristics over time of systems driven by human [17] - [19] .
There may be a relationship between mobile Internet services usage behavior and other human behavior. For example, in [20] Yuanyuan Qiao, Xiaoxing Zhao, Jie Yang, and Jiajia Liu proposed that app usage had a strong relationship with human mobility. In [21] Fengli Xu, Yong Li, Min Chen, and Sheng Chen found a link between cyberspace and the physical world with social ecology. Furthermore, researchers in [22] proposed that the behavior pattern of IM services users is closely correlated with the development of the economy, transportation, and communication in the same area. For research on human dynamics, researchers focus on the inter-event time distribution of different activities. From existing studies, we can see that some different types of distributions are proposed to describe the inter-event time distribution. With the emergence of new services, human behavior may show some different temporal characteristics and thus need to be described with new types of distributions. In China, QQ and WeChat are two of the most popular mobile Internet services. Both of them belong to IM (Instant Messaging) services. People can send messages, have voice or video chat with friends, write logs, and so on by using QQ and WeChat. On average, billions of records can be produced by QQ and WeChat users in major cities every day. So the analysis of the temporal characteristics of QQ and WeChat users' online behavior is useful for research on human dynamics. In this paper, we focus on analyzing the temporal characteristics of QQ and WeChat users' online behavior in two developed cities Chongqing(City-A) and Tianjin(City-B) in China. The research can promote the study of human behavior and the prediction of a city's economic condition. The paper's structure is as follows: Sect. II gives a brief introduction of our real data set and data processing. Sect. III analyzes the temporal characteristics of QQ users' online behavior. Sect. IV analyzes the temporal characteristics of WeChat users' online behavior. Sect. V analyzes the relationship between the inter-event time distribution and the popularity of IM services. In Sect. VI we propose a combination model to describe the heterogeneous characteristics of IM services users' online behavior and verify the accuracy of the combination model using the Ali-talk data. In Sect. VII we summarize our conclusions from the paper. to Jul 23rd, 2014, seven days in total. The records consist of user id, traffic type, start time when users access to the server, end time and duration. In this paper, we focus on analyzing the temporal characteristics. The format of the dataset is shown in Table 1 . Through data preprocessing, we can get the experimental datasets, including File A, File B and File C in S1 Supporting Information.
Data processing
For analyzing temporal characteristics, we count the inter-event time distribution as follows:
1. We set the time window size as one day [23] , that is, we use one day's records to analyze temporal characteristics. The consecutive access times to the same server are denoted as t 1 , t 2 , . . ., t n , where n represents the number of record, t 1 < t 2 < . . . < t n . The inter-event time τ represents the time intervals between two consecutive access times as calculated below:
2.
In this paper, we analyze the distribution, P(τ) of the inter-event times τ. To be convenient for statistics, we use a term named T to calculate P(τ).
is equal to the ratio of total number of τ which are in
which we call n i and total number of records N,
where i represents the number of T.
3. We calculate the P(τ) when T is set to 0.001s, 0.1s and 1s respectively and find that only when T is 0.001s, do the inter-event time distributions of IM services follow a piecewise distribution. So it's worth looking in more detail at the distributions when T is set to 0.001s.
Methods

Temporal characteristics of QQ users' online behavior
We calculate P(τ) of QQ when T is 0.001s, 0.1s and 1s by Eq (2), and the results are shown in From Figs 3, 6 and 9 we can see that when T is 0.001s, P(τ) in both cities can be described by a piecewise distribution, the vertical dotted line marks the transition point of the piecewise distribution, indicating that the QQ users' online behavior is heterogeneous in different time scales. This heterogeneous nature doesn't emerge in other pictures. In Figs 1, 2, 7 and 8, most of τ are smaller than 0.1s, so P(τ) converges to a point. The inset shows the distribution of τ > 0.1s. In Figs 4 and 5, P(τ) follows a power-law distribution when T is 0.1s and 1s. In this paper, we focus on the situation when T is 0.001s. We set τ 0 as the transition point of the piecewise distribution and τ 0 is the closest point between the exponential function and the powerlaw distribution.
From Figs 3, 6 and 9 we can see that the trend of P(τ) in different days is quite similar. All of them fit piecewise distribution. When τ < τ 0 , the distribution function is P(τ) = ae Table 2 is defined as below.
In this paper, R 2 can be calculated by the average value of real data in seven days and the fitting data in Fig 1. It is worth noting that the tail of P(τ) is fat in Fig 1(d) , 1(e) and 1(f). That is because the tail of P(τ) changes too much. Here, to find whether there are other functions to fit the fat tail better, so we do an experiment as follows. In Fig 1, the tail of P(τ) belongs to heavy-tailed distribution. Moreover, the Gaussian and Weibull are two of the most popular heavy-tailed distributions. Furthermore, we use Gaussian and Weibull distribution to fit the tail of P(τ) respectively and analyze their goodness of fit. The value of R 2 is shown in Table 3 . We find R 2 of them are less than 0.5, so both of the fitting functions can not fit P(τ)better than a powerlaw distribution. From Table 2 , we find that the parameter b of two cities are different for QQ. The more popular service, the bigger b is. The specific analysis process is introduced in part V.
Temporal characteristics of WeChat users' online behavior
We calculate P(τ) of WeChat when T is 0.001s, 0.1s and 1s by Eq (2), and the results are shown in Figs 10-18 .
The X axis represents the logarithm of the inter-event time τ. The Y axis represents the logarithm of the distribution P(τ). Dots with a different color show P(τ) on different days. WeChat has the same communication mechanism as QQ, which also can be seen from Figs 10-18. Only one different situation is that when T = 0.1s, P(τ) of WeChat in dataset A and dataset C fit power-law distribution. P(τ) of WeChat in both cities also follow a piecewise distribution when the T is 0.001s. In Figs 12, 15 and 18 the exponent parameter of P(τ) is 74.34, 847.2 and 228 respectively when τ < τ 0 . The power-law exponent parameter of P(τ) for City-A and City-B is 2.68, 2.228 and 4.19 respectively when τ > τ 0 . The specific fitting conditions can be seen in Table 2 . The tail of P(τ) is fat in Figs 13, 14 and 15 which is similar to Figs 1-9. We also use Gaussian and Weibull distribution to fit them. The value of R 2 is shown in Table 3 .
Relationship between inter-event time distribution and popularity of services
To explore the reason why the parameter b is different in different cities, we count the number of records produced by IM services users as shown in Table 4 . For QQ, no matter whether τ < τ 0 or τ > τ 0 , the larger the size of records, the bigger the exponent parameter of fitting function. For WeChat, it has the same rules with QQ when τ < τ 0 . But when τ > τ 0 , the rules only exists in the same city. The size of records can show the popularity of a service in the city. So there is some relationship between inter-event time distribution and popularity of services, which may be related to the urban economic level.
Model
A variety of models have been proposed to explain the Non-Poisson characteristics of human behavior. Because of the heterogeneous character of IM services users' behavior in different time scales, we don't use any model put forward before.
The results obtained by real data show that when τ > τ 0 the inter-event time distribution of IM services fits a power-law distribution and the exponents of the distributions are larger than 1. The new model proposed by Chengxu Wang et al. in [9] , used the interest model to explain the power-law distribution in the large time scale because the exponent of it is larger than 1. And SHANG M S et al. hold that the interest model is also suitable for IM services [14] , because users will visit the services once again based on their preference. So we consider the interest model to explain the power-law distribution of our results at first. The communication mechanism of IM services is the same as Short Messages Services [16] : Users start communications randomly, and the arrival of communications follows an Poisson process so that the inter-event time distribution follows exponential distribution. After triggering a communication, there are frequent exchanges of information between the user pairs. During this stage, the time interval is not uniform, the long waiting time exists and the inter-event time distribution follows a power-law distribution.
Based on the inter-event time distribution obtained by real data and the communication mechanism of IM services, in the paper, we consider a combined model of exponential function and interest model based on our analysis. For the case of τ < τ 0 , IM services users' behavior is driven by a Poisson process. And when τ > τ 0 , the interest mechanism drives the behavior of IM users as referred to in [14] .
Exponent model
When τ < τ 0 , the arrival of events is a Poisson process. For the Poisson process, the inter-event time distribution follows an exponential distribution:
where λ is the arrival rate of events and τ is the inter-event time. From Table 2 we can see that two parameters of the exponential function are different when τ < τ 0 , so in this paper we use the deduction form of exponential distribution called exponential model in this paper to fit the real data.
where β 1 λ is equal to a in Table 2 , and λ is equal to b in Table 2 .
Interest model
When τ > τ 0 , we use the interest model introduced in [11] to describe the inter-event time distribution. The interest model assumes that (i) the interest x i (t) at time step t of a user is quantified by the probability that an action will occur in this time; (ii) at each time step t, if an action occurs then the interest x i (t) is reset to 1; (iii) when the last action occurred at step t 0 , then the interest at step t is set as:
where α is a free parameter. If an action occurs at a certain time step t, the probability that next Characters modeling, IM services action occurs at time step t + Δt is
In the interest model,
where γ is the power exponent of the interest model. We can get γ from real data and evaluate α by Eq (8).
Combination model
To get the combination model used in this paper, the exponential model and interest model should be combined. However, the Eqs (5) and (7), which represent the exponential model and interest model respectively, can't be combined directly now. We rescale the interest model as:
where β 2 is a tuning parameter which set the initial probability of the interest model. We adjust the value of β 2 to fit the real data. Since P p (τ 0 ) = P i (τ 0 ), then
Finally, the combination model can be described as
To verify the accuracy of this combination model, we simulate the actual data. We use the data of Ali-talk in dataset A, and calculate the P(τ). Ali-talk is an app which is widely used by users of Taobao. According to the P(τ) obtained by real data, we can get the parameters α, τ 0 , β 2 and λ. Then using Eq (11) and β 1 which we calculated by Eq (10) we get similar results between Alitalk data and simulation data and shown in Fig 19 . Fig 20 represents the difference between real data and simulation data shown in Fig 3. We can see the difference between Ali-talk data and simulation data is less than 1.6 Ã 10 −3
. It verifies that the combination model can catch the heterogeneity of IM services users properly.
Conclusion
This paper investigates the inter-event time distribution of QQ and WeChat in two cities, and reveals that the inter-event time distributions of QQ and WeChat in both cities follow a piecewise distribution of exponential and power-law distribution when the T is set to 0.001s, thus indicating that the online behavior of IM services users' are heterogeneous in different time scales. The phenomena may be caused by the communication mechanism of IM services and the hobby of users. The simulation results verify that the combination model proposed in the paper can describe the heterogeneity of IM services users properly. The new finding is useful for the application of information diffusion, disease infection, prediction of the economic development of a City, research on the mechanism of IM services, and so on.
Though the inter-event time distribution of QQ in the two cities follows a piecewise distribution, the parameters of the fitting distribution in two cities are distinct. As is referred to in [17] , the behavior pattern of IM users is closely correlated with the development of the economy, transportation and communication in the same area. It's promising to explore the relationship between inter-event time distribution of QQ in one city and the city index. So that we can get the city index easily. 
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